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President’s Letter

Greetings!
At a time when citizens are voicing their frustrations
about police, the collaboration between communities
and law enforcement agencies has never been more
essential. Police tactics, the use of body cameras, and
the equipment we choose to use, all come back to two
important factors: leadership and management. As
leaders, we must realize that our management style
greatly affects the way our community not only sees us
personally, but our department and law enforcement
as a whole.
As law enforcement officers, we should strive to build
better relationships with the communities we work in.
No matter if you are a leader in a department of five,
five hundred, or five thousand, our best ally is a strong,
positive relationship with our community. Police need
to show that they are listening to the concerns of the
people they are serving. Establishing neighboring relationships with our community will strengthen transparency between departments and the community.
Social media has become an excellent tool to help
foster relations with our communities and one of the
often-mentioned methods of connecting and creating
legitimacy with our communities. To be more transparent, departments are taking to Facebook and Twitter to share information about crimes, events, and the
agency itself.

Thomas R. Alber
President, FBI-LEEDA

As with any such crisis there is opportunity: the opportunity for self-evaluation and for critical analysis
of our personal commitment to effective and ethical
leadership. One thing we should all learn from what is
happening in many cities and towns across our nation:
if we do not practice self-assessments, our communities, and those who are committed to seeing us fail, will
point out our weaknesses in a very public forum.
I strongly believe FBI-LEEDA succeeds in allowing
leaders to take time and do that self-examination during our leadership courses. It also allows for officers to
have these important discussions in a safe and understanding environment. As a Trilogy graduate myself, I
can say those weeks of training allowed me to truly be
introspective, and in turn, improved my ability to not
only lead my department, but make positive changes in
my life. The decisions we make today have global implications for us all.

Tom Alber
President, FBI-LEEDA

FBI-LEEDA Mission Statement
To advance the science and art of law enforcement leadership and
promote the exchange of information to improve law enforcement
management practices through training, education, and networking
among police professionals across the United States and beyond.
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The LEEDing Edge
Executive Director’s Report - October 2017

Each year, the FBI-LEEDA staff drafts a business plan
that is used as a roadmap for the coming year. Our
Executive Board reviews and edits the plan and the finished product is a statement of our goals, objectives,
and strategies we will follow as we look forward to our
continued success in leadership education. Working on
our business plan for 2018 provided me the opportunity
to reflect on the successes of FBI-LEEDA since joining
the Association as its Executive Director in 2013.
It is breathtaking to reflect on our growth and how we
have adapted to the evolution of police leadership and
the challenges of being a police leader in the 21st century. We have a saying around the office that both motivates defines our path forward, that is; “The train has
left the station, you can be on it or be left behind”. Walt
Disney put it more eloquently when he said, “Around
here, however, we don’t look backwards for very long.
We keep moving forward, opening up new doors and
doing new things, because we’re curious...and curiosity keeps leading us down new paths.” Either way you
say it, we’re looking ahead, embracing our growth and
adapting to the constantly changing environment of
today’s policing.
In years past, as in our years ahead, we have been
able to assist leaders in law enforcement navigate the
waters of management and leadership during challenging times. Today it seems that leadership challenges are
coming more frequently and carry higher consequences. Now, more than ever, we are committed to keeping
up and staying relevant. We ask a great deal of our staff
and instructors. Our instructor cadre is highly motivated, going to great lengths to continuously improve
and stay relevant. They embrace the need to know more
about their profession today than they knew yesterday.
They are always learning and watching what’s on the
horizon. That’s the high standard we’ve set and a standard that’s critical for our mission to provide the very
best in law enforcement leadership education.

Charles “Skip” Robb, Jr.
Executive Director
FBI-LEEDA
While our front sight remains locked on education,
I’d be remiss if I didn’t also address the importance of
networking among our peers and our greater community. More than ever before, the actions of one police
department or officer affect the environment of agencies around the country. The professional relationships
made through our leadership courses and our annual
executive training conference have proven over and
over again that there is great value in shared-knowledge
among law enforcement professionals.
With the rapidly changing face of our environment,
continuing education and continued networking among
our industry’s professionals could not be more important. The way we lead, learn from, and interact with our
communities reinforces our primary mission of providing excellent service to our diverse communities.
As we roll into this holiday season and look forward
to the New Year, I will leave you with this quote from the
Reverend Martin Luther King. “If you can’t fly then run, if
you can’t run then walk, if you can’t walk then crawl, but
whatever you do, you have to keep moving forward.”
On behalf of FBI-LEEDA I would like to wish all of you
a happy and safe holiday season and much success in
the New Year.
All the best,
Skip

www.fbileeda.org
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We Don’t Police Communities…
We Police With Communities
— Chris D. Lewis

The police are the public and the public are the
police; the police being only members of the public
who are paid to give full time attention to duties
which are incumbent on every citizen in the interests of community welfare and existence.
― Sir Robert Peel
Former Ontario Provincial Police Commissioner Julian
Fantino had a standard catch-phrase that he turned
to whenever he addressed public groups. He said, “We
don’t police communities, we police with communities.” It made wonderful sense to me, so consequently
I’ve used it in similar situations since.
As police agencies, we should and do work with other
organizations – law enforcement, government, social
services, private sector, educators, community groups
and many, many more on a daily basis. Not only is it
more operationally effective to prevent victimization
before it occurs, there is an expectation among taxpayers and government leaders at all levels that we collectively get our best bang for the buck as we protect communities in a fiscally challenging world.
When the term “Community Policing” emerged in
the 1980s, I recall veteran officers being insulted that newage, university educated cops
...many
were putting an innovative spin
on “what we’ve always done”.
officers spend
In part they were right. Police
working with the community to
their entire lives
build trusting relationships and
to identify and solve problems
– on duty and
goes right back to Sir Robert
off, committed to Peel’s Principles of 1829 in London England. “The police are
building and sus- the public and the public are the
police” is his best known quote,
taining wonderful but some officers bristle to this
day when they hear it because
in their minds “We know that

“

relationships with

”

the public.
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already, that’s what we do.” It is true that many officers
spend their entire lives – on duty and off, committed to
building and sustaining wonderful relationships with
the public. But have we all truly always done that? Do
we all do it now? I think not.
Many police departments have one or perhaps several full-time officers committed solely to community
policing activities, under assorted titles like: “Community Services Officer”. Those members are the face of the
agency in terms of setting up various police/community committees and initiatives; addressing vulnerable
groups; steering crime prevention programs; and often
in Public Information Officer and School Resource Officer roles – just to name a few. But community policing
has to be much bigger than those few dedicated officers.
It has to be a culture that permeates the entire organization from bottom to top.
Many years ago, a retired officer friend told me that
it irritated him to see young officers drive through his
community with their windows rolled up and looking
like “Robocops”. He said that they never stopped to casually interact with people; they didn’t get out of their
cars unless they had to; never walked the streets to chat
with business owners and other community members;
and people didn’t know them at all. I’m sure that wasn’t
the expectation of the supervisors of those officers, but
were they addressing it?

The greatest indication of success with any outreach initiative involving community policing is
when you see residents, who otherwise would
not turn to officers for help, reach [out] and get
involved. This is never truer than with multicultural
citizens. Recently, Hopkins police received a call
to the police department from a younger Hispanic
mother ... This mother stated she trusted the
police department because of work being done by
police at the neighborhood park. This family was
connected with important resources for recovery ...
― Hopkins Police Department1

FBI-LEEDA

At one time in my career I frequently lectured on interrogation and would always tell students, “Think of the
worst or most embarrassing thing you have done or had
happen to you in your life. That thing you would never
want your spouse or partner or kids or mother to know.
Imagine that you are forced to tell a single person what
occurred. Would you want to tell someone that you
find likeable, understanding and that you have at least
a modicum of respect for? Or would you want to tell
someone that you don’t respect, trust or even want to be
in the same room with. Your job is to be that one person
that the person will tell his or her story to.
That analogy applies across the law enforcement
spectrum. Whether people are witnesses, victims or
suspects, they aren’t going to want to confide with officers they dislike or don’t trust. They will not feel comfortable opening up and telling an officer about the
horrendous thing that happened to them; what they
suspect, know or saw. Officers that look and act unprofessional; treat people with disrespect; and/or do
not exhibit empathy, are not going to develop an effective level of community respect. In fact in the “one
bad apple spoils the whole bunch” world that policing
currently occupies, those officers are going to sully the
reputation of their entire department as well as negatively impact its operational efficiency.
The radicalization process in which people adopt extreme radical-Islamic beliefs and aspirations – including the use of violence, has become a significant threat
to public safety. When this occurs, a number of family
members, friends, co-workers and neighbors later report having seen indicators of concerning change occurring in the individual prior to a culminating event.
Police departments have a valid role to play on the
radicalization prevention front, in partnership with
many stakeholders, including educators, social service
organizations, community groups, religious entities and
the community at large. In fact, the “if you see something – say something” mantra was developed for that
very reason. But are families and friends going to report
what they’ve seen to police agencies that they don’t have
trust and confidence in? Regardless of the reality that
the life they might save may be that of their friend or

family member, bringing concerns forward to an agency
they do not trust is simply not going to happen.
Most if not all of the communities in which law enforcement personnel live, work and play are also home
to immigrants from countries where policing isn’t always an honorable profession. This creates a host of
challenges for police agencies in terms of recruiting diverse applicants and developing trusting relationships
with those community members. For people that come
from a country where police are often corrupt, abusive
and even murderous, it’s difficult to suddenly accept
that a police department is honest, professional and
helpful, let alone be willing to bare one’s soul to the officers therein.
The Community Mobilization model that has
emerged in more recent years is predicated on the belief that crime, victimization and social disorder will be
significantly reduced when police work in concert with
community groups and agencies through partnerships
that will enhance education, engagement and enforcement efforts. Sharing ideas, research, lessons-learned,
resources, successes and failures is paramount to success. Confidence and trust in law enforcement must occur prior to such strategies however, and is earned over
time – one community interaction at a time.
None of the above is easy or without challenges, but
the dedicated men and women of our agencies will effectively partner with other groups and agencies to do
what is best for the public they are sworn to serve and
will remain resilient throughout their critical community
safety work. However, while doing that they will require
a continuum of support, encouragement and commitment from their leadership team along their journey.
Sir Robert Peel was so right centuries ago when he
stated that every citizen should act in “the interests of
community welfare and existence.” Community safety
is bigger than the police. It’s a broader team effort.
(Endnotes)
1 Community Oriented Policing Services, U.S. Department of Justice:
Quotes from the Field: Making a positive impact in local communities,
https://cops.usdoj.gov/pdf/CPOS/Quotes_from_Law_Enforcement_
Field.pdf

Chris Lewis is the former Commissioner of the Ontario Provincial Police (OPP), retiring after 36 years of service. Lewis joined the OPP in 1978 and
began his career as a Provincial Constable in Kapuskasing. He has served across the province in a variety of front-line, specialized and management
positions. Among his accomplishments, Lewis is the first police officer to have been awarded all three levels of the Canadian Order of Merit of the
Police Forces, presented by three successive Governors General.
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Building Trust and Credibility with
Our Communities
— Jeffrey Green, Ph.D.

“Dad, we were just in a car accident. Another car
crossed into the intersection hitting us almost head on.
I think we’re okay.” Not the words any father wants to
hear from his daughter and son who were spending
time together three hours away.

Trust between law enforcement agencies and the people they
protect and serve is essential in a democracy. It is key to the
stability of our communities, the integrity of our criminal justice
system, and the safe and effective delivery of policing services.

“Are you and your brother okay?”

― President’s Task Force on 21st Century Policing

“I think so. Everyone is going to the hospital now. The
car is destroyed, and we’re banged up from the crash
as well as the seat belts and airbags, but I think we’re
okay.”
“Mom and I are leaving now. You and your brother stay
in touch with us as you can. We’ll meet you at the hospital in three hours.”
“We’re okay, dad. The police officer in charge here is
unbelievable. All the officers and firefighters are treating
us so good. We’re in good hands, Dad.”
This was a call Jeff recently received at 9:00 pm from his
daughter. Of course, hearing her and her brother were
okay straight from her mouth was the most important
part of the conversation. But what really put Jeff at ease
was what she said last. The police officers are incredible…they will take care of us.
What she was saying was that in a very short amount
of time, the officers and firefighters had earned her
trust. Think for a minute how powerful that is. With all
the negative press and false narratives ascribed to the
police community, one department in one seemingly
routine event earned the complete trust and admiration
of two young adults new to the community.
Over the next few days, Jeff continued to hear not only
about the extraordinary compassion and professionalism of the first responders but also about concerned
citizens and witnesses. No less than a dozen members
of that community rushed to the cars to help. Jeff’s son
had just moved to the area so little was known about the
community. But in that instant, he knew this was going
to be a good place to live.
On November 18, 2014, an executive order was signed
establishing the President’s Task Force on 21st Century
Policing. This group of accomplished law enforcement
leaders, academics, researchers, civic leaders, and oth-
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ers was charged with identifying best practices and offering recommendations on how policing practices can
promote effective crime reduction while building trust.
Two of the six pillars in their final report address the
critical nature of building trust and legitimacy with the
community and the continued importance of the community policing philosophy (2015).
We sometimes get caught up in the myth that building trust with our communities is about some program
or specialized unit with a specific mission of improving
community relations. Yet, we have known for many years
that community policing is much more than a single
program. Policing agencies are responsible for creating
policies and practices that foster a culture of transparency and accountability within their agencies and communities. Holding themselves to high standards and
making decisions in concert with the communities they
serve nurtures mutual tolerance, respect, and credibility. We know without community buy-in that faith in the
police to make decisions in the best interest of the community is often suspect and sometimes completely devoid. We also know that engaged communities not only
cooperate with the police at higher levels but also actually share ownership and subsequent problem-solving
of many of the challenges plaguing our communities.
Each of us has experienced or at least observed the
implementation of zero-tolerance practices to drive out
various criminal elements. Yet, by and large, those policies have failed to demonstrate long-term efficacy. Perhaps their downfall rests in the notion that often zerotolerance practices address the symptoms of a troubled
community without focusing on the root problems or
the issues deemed important by the community. It is
crucial that policing agencies embrace every opportunity to build strong relationships with their communities towards real, pragmatic problem-solving on issues
of mutual importance and relevance.

FBI-LEEDA

Consider the zero-tolerance enforcement policy in
an inner city, government subsidized neighborhood
where open-air drug markets had taken over. Numerous officers would roll in on what was called ‘jump
outs’ and make arrests for any observable violations
of the law they observed. The idea was to enforce even
the smallest of violations towards driving out the drug
trade. While some drug arrests were made, the bulk of
the charges were quality of life matters (e.g. drinking in
public, loud music). This enforcement practice did little
to quell the drug trade. It even had little effect in relocating the drug dealing much less mitigating it or calming
the fears of law abiding residents in the neighborhood.
Indeed, these enforcement practices alienated much of
the community creating resentment in those the police
were trying to protect and serve. Progress only began to
materialize when the police department engaged with
the community. The department refocused its efforts on
what the community saw as problems. Many who lived
in this community did not find harm with homeless,
transient people drinking a beer behind the garbage
can - after all this was the guy who would clean most of
their cars for a few dollars. Their real concern was the
drug trade. Once officers started focusing specifically
on what the community saw as a problem, the community became an engaged partner. The open-air markets
eventually faded when the police and community began working together.
Police agencies all over the country are engaging in
a variety of efforts aimed at building and sustaining
community relationships. One example is the Beyond
the Badge program in Columbia, South Carolina. The
program asks recent academy graduates to perform
40 hours of community service ranging from working
in soup kitchens to visiting children’s wards and local
hospitals to assisting with community projects. The

Law enforcement cannot build community trust if it is seen as
an occupying force coming in from outside to impose control on
the community.
― President’s Task Force on 21st Century Policing
goal of the program is to not only provide these new
officers with an experience of selfless service but also
bridge the divide between officers and the communities they serve.
In the end, perhaps the most important role in establishing and maintaining trust with our communities is
that of the individual police officer. Every police officer
must embrace the mindset that community policing
is both an organizational and individual responsibility. Organizational programs to facilitate dialogue and
trust with the community are vital, but more powerful
tools rest in the behaviors of the individual officers on
the street. Consider the trust and respect the police garnered from Jeff’s children in just a few minutes at the
scene of a traffic accident.
Community policing comes in many shapes and sizes,
and it will take them all to solve important societal challenges involving the justice system and our communities. Yet, that individual beat cop establishing powerful
connections one person at a time is the heart and soul
of community policing in any century.
References
Final Report of the President’s Task Force on 21st Century Policing (May
2015). Retrieved July 11, 2017, from https://cops.usdoj.gov/pdf/taskforce/
taskforce_finalreport.pdf
Dr. Jeff Green is the President and CEO of the Center for Police Leadership and Ethics International (www.cpleinternational.org). Lt. Robert Calby is a Watch Commander with the Columbia (South Carolina) Police Department and agency POC for the 21st Century Policing
Initiative.
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Sir Robert Was Right
— Daniel T. Primozic, Ph.D.
FBI-LEEDA

Perhaps the person in history who understood, captured, and published the essence of what has become
“community policing” was Sir Robert Peel, who created
the famous and enduring Principles of Law Enforcement
of 1829. To reread those principles now is, I believe, to
arrive at a simple and elegant expression of the essence
of what community policing is and also a brief but
memorable guide to its practice. Therefore, I will draw
attention to the most salient of those nine principles to
reckon what they can mean for community policing in
our contemporary context. Perhaps Peel’s most wellknown principle maintains that:

The police at all times should maintain a relationship with the public that gives reality to the
historic tradition that the police are the public
and the public are the police; the police are the
only members of the public who are paid to give
full-time attention to duties which are incumbent
on every citizen in the intent of the community
welfare.

“

To be a police

officer is to be a
central member
of the state and
community in
which they are
living members
and the state and
community that
they serve and
protect..

”
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That passage almost entirely
sums up the essence of community policing in a wonderfully eloquent nutshell. To travel for a moment even further
back into the history of words:
Polis is an ancient Greek word
from which our current words
“politics” and “police” were
born. That Greek term then
grew into the Latin, politia, and
then into the European and
English words that we now use.
Polis means “fortified town or
city state,” and can be used to
mean community as well. Police, is a derivative word emerging from those ancient roots
and also the aligned concepts
of state or government.

| Fall 2017

Although I have heard officers and myself state our hatred of politics, it should be stunningly clear, given what
we have seen above, that police can no more escape or
hate politics than they can escape or hate the very nature of their jobs. To be a police officer is to be a central
member of the state and community in which they are
living members and the state and community that they
serve and protect. But I also know what those officers
and myself really meant by our negative comment. It is
not the community nor is it themselves that they hate. It
is rather the corruption and frustrating political posturing, mismanagement, and self-promotion of the people
who get in the way of them doing their jobs that they
cannot stand.
By now it is obvious that the police are members of
the polis (community) and every citizen of the polis
(community) has a duty to assure the community welfare. As we know, the police are simply paid to give the
full time attention to that welfare because the rest of us
need to pursue other occupations in the service of the
community.

The ability of the police to perform their duties is dependent upon public approval of police
existence, actions, behavior and the ability of the
police to secure and maintain public respect.
The police must secure the willing cooperation of
the public in voluntary observance of the law to be
able to secure and maintain public respect.
In this passage the key words are willing, voluntary,
and respect. From the current concept of community
policing we know that what police are after is a willing cooperation and a voluntary observance of the law.
The more of that an officer can engender through their
routine and special engagements with the public in
meetings and talks, the fewer instances of uses of force
will be required. The more non-compulsory interactions that can be created, it makes perfect sense that
the more mutual respect will be gained. That last notion also takes us close to a current concept we know

FBI-LEEDA

as procedural justice. Peel summarizes all of this nicely
in the next principle:

The degree of cooperation of the public that can be
secured diminishes, proportionately, to the necessity for the use of physical force and compulsion in
achieving police objectives.
The next principle not only gives us clear insight into
the essence of community policing, but also takes us far
into the very essence of the associated contemporary
concepts of procedural justice and police legitimacy.

The police seek and preserve public favor, not by
catering to public opinion, but by constantly demonstrating absolutely impartial service to the law,
in complete independence of policy, and without
regard to the justice or injustice of the substance
of individual laws; by ready offering of individual
service and friendship to all members of society
without regard to their race or social standing,
by ready exercise of courtesy and friendly good
humor; and by ready offering of individual sacrifice
in protecting and preserving life.
The above passage brings us to the very heart of the
already mentioned associated doctrines of procedural
justice and police legitimacy. The basic idea here is that
non-biased policing (impartial service to law), offering
good and courteous individual service that demonstrates individual sacrifice in protecting and preserving life (all life), will be extremely helpful in seeking
and preserving the public favor without which police
cannot adequately execute their tasks. The next principle is exceptionally germane to today’s world of law
enforcement:

The police should use physical force to the extent
necessary to secure observance of the law or to
restore order only when the exercise of persuasion,
advice and warning is found to be insufficient to
achieve police objectives; and police should use
only the minimum degree of physical force which is
necessary on any particular occasion for achieving
a police objective.

The critical issues that orbit police use of force are
many, troubling, expensive, and too often deadly. Peel’s
words serve as practical reminders for police officers
of what they already have been trained to do in their
academies: that the use of calibrated degrees of physical force should be conducted only when the exercise
of persuasion, advice and warning is found to be insufficient to achieve police objectives; and police should
use only the minimum degree of physical force which
is necessary on any particular occasion for achieving a
police objective. It is clear to me that Peel had insights
not only for his time, but also for our time, and likely for
the entirety of all the time that police are yet useful to
human communities.
I have selected only some of Sir Robert Peel’s Principles of Law Enforcement of 1829 to bring back to our active memories. The others that I did not speak about are
surely worthy of our attention as well. It strikes me here,
as it has in many other instances in my life, that sometimes looking back to older and foundational concepts
and their original expressions can be quite enlightening
to the extent that they are free of the clutter and theoretical baggage that accumulates as history carries them
forth to us. The essence of contemporary community
policing and its associated concepts are already present
in a mercifully brief but insightfully rich old document
which all of us know but perhaps have left inactive and
dusty in background of our minds. It is thinking that is
well worth reviving.
Daniel T. Primozic was awarded his Bachelor’s and Master’s degrees in
Philosophy from Southern Illinois University at Carbondale and his
Ph.D. in Philosophy from the University of New Mexico. Over a professorial career of 30 years he taught at the University of New Mexico, the
University of Albuquerque, the College of Santa Fe, Chapman University, Faulkner University, Central New Mexico Community College, Del
Mar College, and Santa Fe Community College. He specialized in applied ethics, applied philosophy, and logic and critical thinking.
His career with law enforcement training and education began in 1996
by joining the Institute for Law Enforcement Administration (ILEA) at
the Center for American and International Law in Plano, Texas as an
adjunct instructor and continued when he was hired by ILEA as Associate Director and Resident Ethics Scholar in 2007. There he developed,
coordinated, and taught courses in law enforcement ethics and leadership and contributed to research and publication in those fields. He is
an author, editor, national and international speaker, and FBI-LEEDA’s
curriculum manager and resident ethics expert.
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The Incredible Impact of Remote Guarding
on Law Enforcement
A New Security Service Is Reshaping Law Enforcement Efforts
— Louis Hook, Chief Operations Officer
Elite Interactive Solutions
How can law enforcement leverage security innovations
to prevent crime? To answer this question, we turn to
one of the most effective collaborations in crime prevention: law enforcement & Remote Guarding. Remote
Guarding solutions are helping law enforcement dramatically improve crime prevention levels for organizations and communities across the country, while
improving arrest rates and generating more efficient
use of public resources. Let’s take a closer look at what
this entails.
There are many ways law enforcement can use innovations to make their jobs easier. One of the best is
the “Internet of Things” (IoT), which is transforming
the world by connecting real world devices with the
power of the internet. Remote Guarding is an incredible IoT based security solution, helping transform lives
by combining highly specialized people, processes and
technology.
Why is this so important? If you look closer, it’s clear
that crime prevention has a positive long-term domino
effect on communities. Drops in criminal activity are
proven to help communities thrive in the long-term,
as safe-havens attract more and more people to their
centers. Crime can be debilitating for any community.
In fact, the fear of crime itself can be incredibly damaging on its own, as it breaks down feelings of community trust. People tend to become more cautious around
certain areas and less willing to go out at night. All this
tends to damage the image of a community and affect
its long-term success, because residents tend to organize less and open fewer businesses in areas with strong
fear of crime.
Although technology can help prevent criminal activity generally, with Remote Guarding IoT implementation, it dramatically impacts crime rates and helps
Law Enforcement better achieve its goals. For this reason, it is essential that law enforcement partner with
the private sector to incorporate the latest security innovations, fight crime and outsmart criminals, which
is exactly what is happening with Remote Guarding
service providers.

10 FBI-LEEDA Insighter

An Invisible Law Enforcement Multiplier
To fight back, law enforcement typically tries to increase
its presence in areas with higher crime, which creates a
never-ending budget battle for more resources. This is
an area in which Remote Guarding is stepping in and
making a difference. These Services which leverage the
latest advancements in security systems, help provide
an invisible presence that generates a dramatic reduction in police calls for response. The result is generated
by reducing false alarms to zero, because a police call
occurs only when necessary. In fact, just knowing that a
security solution is in place can help alleviate a community’s concerns regarding crime. Remote Guarding helps
by preventing crime, providing cameras for surveillance
of activities and storing valuable footage that may be
needed for evidence.

Remote Guarding: Preventing Crime Instead of
Just Recording It
Cameras have been great for security, but it is now possible to take their performance to the next level. With
Remote Guarding, video cameras can not only provide
after the fact footage, but they can actually help stop
crime from happening. How is that possible? These
“smart cameras” are video cameras turned into “Digital
Guards” by military grade software. Remote Guarding
companies install them at a facility to monitor activity
and reduce dependence on human intervention from
security guards or law enforcement. Smart cameras can
detect the presence of individuals or vehicles and report
in real time to live security agents for assessment and
engagement. These “Cameras turned Digital Guards”
act as the first line of defense, working together to create
a “digital fence”, and when incorporated into an effective Remote Guarding service, provide the highest level
of protection against intrusions possible. Detection
zones can also be placed indoors to safeguard places
like correctional facilities and beyond.
Once a “threat” is detected by a Digital Guard deployed in a Remote Guarding service, it sends an alert
to a command center where security agents can investi-
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gate what the camera sees, all within seconds and in real
time. From there a variety of responses are deployed,
such as:
• Voice downs with adjacent P.A. systems: To engage intruders directly & and get them to leave,
preventing a crime and avoiding any call to law
enforcement.
• Calling law enforcement only when live eye witness
to crime in progress, improving arrest rates by
providing live video tactical support that guides
and supports them through the event step by step

Protecting Law Enforcement from Danger
Law enforcement also benefits from Remote Guarding as a great service provider can help safeguard them
against dangerous criminals in the line of duty. For example, when a crime is detected by these smart cameras, remotely located security guards are able to direct
police officers directly to the perpetrator so they don’t
have to guess where he might be or risk getting ambushed. These security agents can also inform officers
exactly what the suspect looks like, which direction he
might be headed in, and whether he has any weapons
on hand. Support like this is essential in saving the lives
of police officers across the country, and helping them
apprehend more criminals at the same time.

Saving Law Enforcement Time and Preventing
Minor Crime
Skateboarders, transients, graffiti, and illegal dumping
are minor crimes that all communities must commit to
fighting against. Unfortunately, police response to minor crime has diminished in recent years due to limited
resources and budgetary constraints. The more time
that police officers spend responding to false and minor
crime, the less time they have available for addressing
real criminal activity. This result has a ripple effect on
communities by greatly lowering their quality of life and
leaving the door open to more crime in the future.
Innovative security solutions such as those provided
by Remote Guarding service companies, can take on
these lower priority responsibilities for any community
in which they are deployed, whether by a private client,
directly by law enforcement or other public safety impacting entities. Working together can deter crime before it starts and only result in a police call when truly

required. These activities significantly save time, money,
and energy for law enforcement departments so they can
use their resources to address
more serious issues.

The Benefits of Building
Safe-Havens

“

Remote

Guarding solutions
will help prevent
more and more

There are a multitude of bencrime as time
efits to increasing the safety
levels of communities of all
kinds, both to the participants goes on and the
within that group and to the
local law enforcement agen- bond between
cies that service the area. Safe
zones enable people to thrive security and law
and grow without fear holding them back. This could be
enforcement grows
a young child doing better in
school or a business building
upon it’s customer base with stronger.
peace of mind. When crime
drops, law enforcement is able
to focus on bigger issues and
prevention strategies instead of false alarms and minor
crimes. These many factors contribute to the well-being
of the entire community, and help build a brighter future for all those involved. Law enforcement officers
also benefit by having someone watch their backs and
inform them of any dangers that may be present. Increased officer safety can lead to boost in confidence,
trust, and apprehension levels. Utilizing innovative Remote Guarding service providers can help law enforcement protect and serve in a more efficient and effective
manner, thereby contributing directly to the success of
countless communities across the nation. As the future
approaches, the intersection between Remote Guarding and law enforcement will continue to blur. Remote
Guarding solutions will help prevent more and more
crime as time goes on and the bond between security
and law enforcement grows stronger.

”

Louis Hook is the Chief Operations Officer at Elite Interactive
Solutions. To learn more about Elite’s Remote Guarding solutions,
please visit www.eliteisi.com or contact Louis via email at
lhook@eliteinteractivesolutions.com
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The Ten Commandments Of A Press Conference
— Larry Barton, Ph.D.

Your department is in the spotlight, and it’s not Hollywood with a red carpet.

may seize upon any vulnerability to land them
a job in their next market—in essence, “if I can
make this into an exceptional story, this could
get me to Houston or Los Angeles.”

Something, or someone, has been involved in a negative action involving your agency. Your PIO is hovering,
reminding you that the news media and social media
are all abuzz about a problem that could easily blossom
into a crisis unless you say something, or issue a statement, quickly. But wait- there may be privacy issues at
hand, a DA who may be livid that you potentially compromised the efforts of that office, and everything you
say or do could be wrong- new facts could emerge at any
time that undermine your credibility. Welcome to the
world of crisis communications.
Over the years I have helped many chiefs during situations of borderline crisis and overt crisis. While the circumstances will always impact the end result, here are
the ten rules to consider when your department has an
opportunity to retain community credibility and also
be responsive to the legitimate needs of reports and
your citizens.
Tell The Truth. This sounds so basic, but
sometimes a chief will screw it up. There is
nothing wrong and everything right in acknowledging that you do not have all the facts
at your disposal to make a definitive statement
regarding the situation. Tell the truth: “We
have not verified all of the facts surrounding
this situation. As soon as we have verified the
facts, we will issue a statement and possibly
regroup. In the meantime, I am as frustrated
as you are that more details cannot be shared,
but I urge you to use restraint and not speculate and allow the review to continue.” Notice
that it is important to use the word review—
not an investigation. The word investigation
creates a better headline. Every word matters.
Select them carefully.

Work with your PIO and rehearse with a
robust question and answer session, even if
you determine not to take questions. Doing
so will help expose real gaps in your presentation. Record that rehearsal and then erase it,
but watch your body language when you
speak of loss of life, for example. Two years
ago, I watched a chief discuss a horrific auto
accident on a highway, and he smiled at a
reporter he knew just as he took to the microphone as they are good friends: bad form. Stay
in your lane.

3.

Ask for help. Even when a situation is cut and
dry—the arrest of an officer for soliciting a
prostitute has been charged, for example—it
is paramount to have an open mind seeking
answers. “Although our review has led us to
today’s actions, it is important that we ask that
if you have any information that could assist
us further, on any aspect of this case, please
contact us so we can review that information
carefully.” The public wants and expects you
to be a partner. Not surprisingly, many citizens
may have credible data but only feel comfortable when they see and hear a genuine person
asking for assistance. Become that person.

4.

Images matter. Your news conference could
remain local or, depending upon a variety of
factors, end up in USA Today or The Wall Street
Journal. You are in uniform, which is appropriate. The flag is behind you which is also a reminder of civic responsibility. But why would
you have the seal of the city, county or agency
on the podium? That photograph, with the city
seal, just made the photo of greater appeal to
news editors nationwide. Your badge is modest
in size and the flag is self-evident. However,
tourism officials and many others will not
hesitate to ask you at a Chamber of Commerce

1.

2.

Rehearse. Sometimes the most seasoned
chiefs will assume a microphone and decline
the chance to rehearse. The reasons vary but
may include overconfidence and a sense of
“I have this one covered.” Really? There are
attorney’s eager to litigate and reporters who
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briefing: “did you really HAVE to blast our city’s
name in that conference?” Think out not only
your image, but that of the community.

5.

6.

Hand out a written summary. Reporters are
on deadline. They make mistakes as they race
from call to issue, crisis to the newsroom, back
to coffee and arguing with editors and others
along the way. When they reach your news
conference, hand out the name and title of
each person of interest in the story on paper.
Yes, we live in an electronic age, but responsible reporters will appreciate this because
errors in spelling make them, and their media
outlet, look amateur. Help them with phone
numbers of that single point of contact that
you have designated as the person who will
speak for your agency, not several people. One
voice, one number, matters.
Be human. It is not uncommon for agency
leads to begin a news conference with: “Good
afternoon. I have an update on the shooting at
the Arena Mall this afternoon. We have worked
with the hospital and all first responders and
can now confirm four victims have perished
because of this senseless act.”
Let’s try this: “This is a sad afternoon for our
community. As you may know, a shooting occurred at the Arena Mall around 2:15 p.m. local
time. I am heartbroken. We, as a community,
are heartbroken. Please give me a few minutes
to explain what we know, and what we do not
know, and then I will try to answer a few questions if we can verify the information.” What
matters is that you inserted your appropriate emotions into the message. Show you are
heartbroken. Say it.

7.

ers in the state. He was off his turf but was
thoughtful and deliberative in meeting with
families of the victims, many of whom did not
know if their sons or daughters had survived
the fire. Hospitals from Providence to Boston
were taking victims with burns and smoke
inhalation, and the coroner was overwhelmed.

Beware of words. When Rhode Island Governor Don Carcieri was informed of a major
fire that killed an astounding 100 persons at
The Station night club in Warwick, Rhode
Island, he was only six weeks into office. Many
appointees were yet to have their roles confirmed. He didn’t know many first respond-

Unfortunately, in a poorly managed news
conference, he repeatedly referred to the
victims as “bodies.” This created enormous
pain for families already in distress. Again, in
asking dentists throughout the state to call
about dental records so that “bodies” could be
identified, he appeared seemingly nonchalant,
although any person involved stated that he
was simply overwhelmed with grief. Words
matter. And those who teach public relations
and crisis communications use this kind
of example for decades to underscore why
they matter.

8.

Stop The Parade. In recent years, it is not
uncommon for agencies that are feuding for
“ownership” of a disaster to ensure that a
representative of every agency speak at a news
conference. Sometimes because of job security
concerns, a Mayor or Governor will speak, and
then each SAC, or Chief, will introduce the
next agency. Within minutes, we see on social
media as many as a dozen people, hands folded, on a stage. Each of them feel they “served
their agency well.” But the public has drowned
you out. Candidly, your agenda didn’t meet
their needs. Select one person who thanks
each agency by name and then presents the
salient, verified facts and explains what will
happen next. Include a member of the clergy
on the stage to demonstrate the importance of
faith and recovery and thank them for being
available to assist all the responders from the
all the agencies. Deal with the egos later. Get
your facts out before the pundits, on talk radio
and Facebook, create even more chaos after a
dire situation.
(continued)
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9.

it is appropriate for an agency lead to pass
the baton to others for the second and third
shift. Although it is desirable to always have
one voice, that is not always achievable as
the situation—the Boston Marathon bombing and subsequent manhunt is an excellent
example—unfolds. Prepare your alternate to
speak but try to keep the number of primary
spokespersons to two so that each of you have
time to sleep, regroup and review how your
message is resonating, and an opportunity to
properly brief each other on potential potholes
along the way. Believe it or not, many reporters appreciate you and your officers. They
sympathize with the quandary you may face.
But we cannot say that a department is here to
“protect and serve” and then duck a reporter
who also has a job to do. Let’s just do it as best
as humanly possible.

Be ready to self-correct. Chiefs and agency
heads make mistakes. If you find yourself in
that situation while at the podium, correct
yourself immediately and indicate that you
apologize for the error regarding the number
of victims, or agencies that responded. Whatever the topic, rather than assuming your PIO
can “clean this up later,” there is a humanity
that resonates when someone stops, even
when handed a piece of paper, and says: “I’d
like to go back as it appears I misspoke regarding XX. That was not correct, and if you will
give us a few minutes, we will share the correct
information. As you can assume, this is a very
challenging situation and we want you to only
have the best and accurate information.”

10.

Rotate the voice. If you experience a prolonged tragedy, such as the terrorist massacre at The Pulse nightclub in Orlando that
demanded essentially three days of ongoing news conferences by many agencies,

Dr. Barton is Distinguished Professor of Crisis Management and
Public Safety at the University of Central Florida and is the highest
rated instructor at The FBI Academy. He can be reached at
larry@larrybarton.com

FBI-LEEDA Commemorative Glock
This special commemorative Glock is available to FBI-LEEDA members only and is shipped to federal
firearms licensees only. Standard delivery is 30-45 days after receipt of your order with payment. Purchaser is responsible for cost of the FFL transfer (if any), shipping, and any applicable taxes. All prices
include engraving – can engrave up to three sides of the Glock.

Order form and prices are posted on the "Members Only"
section of the FBI-LEEDA website.

For orders please contact:
Todd R. Ackerman, Chief of Police
Marysville Police Department
207 South Tenth, Marysville, KS 66508
Tel: 785-562-2343 Fax: 785-562-3296
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“It’s all in How You Play the Game”
— Brad Stephenson, Field Information Analyst, NICB West Region
Ralph Lumpkin, Director, NICB Foreign Operations
NICB

The Playing Field: An international border almost 2,000
miles long, with more than two dozen ports of entry.

The Equipment: Thousands of vehicles stolen in the
United States that “disappear” into Mexico.

The Players: Auto thieves and sometimes drug cartels.
The Referees and Umpires: Insurance companies, domestic and international law enforcement – and always
– the National Insurance Crime Bureau’s Foreign Operations Office (NICB FO).

The Rules: For the players, none. For the referees and
umpires, the “Convention between the United States
of America and the United Mexican States for the Recovery and Return of Stolen or Embezzled Vehicles and
Aircraft.” This treaty allows NICB to work in Mexico on
behalf of member insurance companies to locate and
return recovered vehicles to the United States, hopefully
before the claim is settled.

The Object of the “Game”: For the bad guys, steal as
many vehicles and make as much profit as possible. For
the referees and umpires, put a stop to cross-border vehicle theft and crime.

Game #1 Play-by-Play: “Owner Give-Up”
There are times when the owner of a vehicle reported
stolen is hoping never to see that vehicle again. Why?
Because he or she has arranged for the vehicle to be
“stolen,” either by transporting it into Mexico or ar-

ranging for someone to “steal” it and abandon it across
the border. After the fraudulent “theft,” the owner reports the vehicle stolen and files an insurance claim.
This particular insurance crime is called an “owner
give-up,” and there can be many motivations. The
owner may simply have grown tired of the vehicle or is
unable to afford it. The hope is for a big payout from
the insurance company and the chance to make a fresh
start with cash in hand.
When an NICB member insurance company identifies fraud indicators pointing to a possible owner
give-up in Mexico, it contacts NICB FO for assistance.
NICB FO reviews the claim, the victim’s statement and
the circumstances of the event, and then uses border-crossing data to identify exactly when the vehicle
crossed into Mexico.
NICB FO’s next step is to contact one of its Mexican
contract employees (trusted and vetted vendors for
NICB) who can obtain foreign documentation such as
vehicle recovery reports, impound records, vehicle accident reports and even parking tickets to assist the investigation. In 2016, FO identified 92 questionable claims
that resulted in eight case prosecutions and $61,030 in
savings to NICB member companies. In addition, NICB
FO supports law enforcement in situations where they
have been made aware of an owner give-up through an
independent investigation.

Game #2 Play-by-Play: “Disappearing
Vehicles”
While working on recoveries with NICB vendors in Mexico, NICB FO Investigative Specialists (IS) frequently detect fraud indicators that point toward a questionable claim.
The IS refers those questionable claims to
an NICB FO special agent, who reviews the
facts and – when appropriate – refers each
case to an NICB special agent for investigation and coordination with the affected
member company.
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An analysis of 2016 Homeland Security License Plate
Reader (LPR) data pinpointed 5,816 stolen vehicles
that entered Mexico from California and Arizona ports
of entry. Although NICB FO and other entities identified or located 2,328 of those stolen vehicles, the
whereabouts of the remaining 3,488 stolen vehicles
remains a mystery.
Possible explanations for “disappearing vehicles” that
are never found include use by drug cartels or corrupt
Mexican officials, cold plating (license plates removed
and replaced with plates from another car) or VIN
switching, nationalizing through falsified documentation, and other means used to disguise stolen vehicle
identities. As Mexican drug cartel violence and official
corruption continue to be significant problems confronting NICB FO, we regularly remind vendors that
their safety is more important than a vehicle recovery.

Game #3 Play-by-Play: “Rent and Run”
NICB FO also provides recovery services to NICB
member rental car companies, including repatriation
services for stolen or embezzled vehicles recovered in
foreign countries, towing services for vehicles located
in Mexico, and accident investigations. Last year, NICB
FO located 186 vehicles belonging to member rental
car companies.

Game #4 Play-by-Play: “Murder is Always a
Mistake”*
On August 30, 2016, officers in Tucson, Arizona initiated
a homicide investigation after finding a female victim
bound and beaten to death. They did not find either the
victim’s gold 2004 Chevrolet Impala or her roommate,
Clifford Gant. Gant was recorded on U.S. Border Patrol
photos as having driven the Impala across the border
into Mexico on August 29, 2016, hours before police discovered the gruesome murder scene. Tucson investigators put out an all-points bulletin on Gant. The U.S. Border Patrol arrested Gant September 1, 2016, as he tried
to cross into southern California from Mexico on foot

at the San Ysidro Point of Entry, the largest land border
crossing between San Diego and Tijuana, Mexico.
The Arizona Department of Public Safety (AZ DPS)
contacted NICB FO to request help in securing the return of the victim’s Impala (abandoned by Gant in Tijuana, Baja California, Mexico) to Arizona so investigators
could process it for evidence related to the homicide
investigation. NICB FO contacted Mexico’s Federal
Prosecutor’s Office (PGR). On September 9, 2016, after
NICB FO secured the vehicle’s release from PGR, NICB
FO vendors met with DPS officers at the PGR office in
Tijuana, and, following the vehicle’s transfer to San Luis
Rio Colorado, Mexico, took possession of the Impala.

Game #5 Play-by-Play: “Who’s on First?”
As we all know, situations can sometimes appear confusing. On December 16, 2016, an NICB FO vendor located a vehicle at an impound yard in Mexico. At the
time, no one had reported the Toyota Avalon as stolen
and it was not the subject of an insurance claim. However, on December 30, 2016, an individual insured by an
NICB member company filed a “loss of control” claim
on the vehicle – in San Diego, California.
The NICB FO vendor located information that indicated the tow yard in Mexico had released the vehicle
to the owner on December 17, 2016. Mexican authorities impounded the vehicle again on December 30,
2016, and once more released it to the owner on December 31, 2016. An NICB San Diego agent, working
with NICB FO, contacted the member company about
the suspicious circumstances surrounding the claim,
whereupon the company placed a stop payment order
on the settlement check.
NICB’s San Diego agent uncovered the fact that the
tow driver admitted he didn’t actually hook the vehicle
up in San Diego, California, but rather in Tijuana, Mexico, submitting a falsified tow receipt. In addition, the vehicle’s driver later admitted that he crashed the vehicle
in Mexico (where it was not insured) and not San Diego
(where it would have been covered).
(continued)
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Game #6 Play-by-Play: “Burn, Baby, Burn”

Spring Training: “Get in Shape, Stay in Shape”

In another case, an NICB FO vendor found a 2015 Hyundai Sonata in a Rosarito, Mexico impound yard, burned
and abandoned by Federal Police. The next day, the vehicle’s owner reported it stolen to police and filed a claim
with an NICB member company. The NICB FO office in
Chula Vista gave an NICB San Diego agent the Mexican
impound records, which the agent then provided to the
member company. After reviewing the claimant’s statement, the company was able to deny the stolen vehicle
claim. Pretty much, all in a day’s work for NICB FO.

In addition to investigative support, NICB FO provides
speakers and training to support its mission. Last year
NICB FO SAs and officer personnel trained 1,766 Mexican law enforcement and government officials, not only
enhancing law enforcement’s ability to identify stolen
vehicles, but also creating personal contacts invaluable to FO repatriation efforts. NICB FO’s repatriation
seminars – held every two years, the latest being in 2016
– were attended by 247 individuals from member companies and law enforcement.

Extra Innings: “Special” Recoveries
Although recoveries of specialized vehicles – such as

NICB: “We Play to Win”

commercial vehicles, heavy equipment and vessels –
are not covered by the stolen vehicle treaty with Mexico,
the NICB FO-Law Enforcement practice of cooperation is well established. For example, in 2016, NICB FO
recovered eight stolen specialized vehicles valued at
$267,796. The excellent relationship between NICB FO
and the Mexican Attorney General’s Office allows for a
uniform legal process with repatriations under the treaty, as both Mexico and NICB are committed to upholding the “spirit” of the treaty and allowing for recovery
and repatriation of specialized vehicles.

NICB’s unique role in detecting, deterring and stopping
fraud and theft has continually evolved for 104 years.
We believe that fighting insurance crime starts at the
ground level: a place where hands get dirty, boots get
worn out, and eyes and ears are always open and vigilant. We’ve been intrinsically hardwired with this spirit
since our founding in 1912, and it will continue to be the
way “we play to win.”
NOTE: Director Ralph Lumpkin supervises NICB Foreign Operations,
which is located at 891 Kuhn Drive, Suite 201, Chula Vista, CA 91914,
888.241.5021.
*Oscar Wilde
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Travel Identity Safety Tips from an
Airport Aficionado
— Paige Hanson, Chief of Identity Education
LifeLock

I like to think of myself as
an airport aficionado—
with a bag full of travel
identity safety tips. As
LifeLock’s Chief of Identity Education, I spend
about 50 percent of my
time traveling around the
country, teaching people
about identity theft.
From law enforcement officers to school kids, I’ve
taught a lot of great people across all 50 states and
have seen my share of airports along the way.

Basic smartphone safety
One security risk is accidentally leaving your mobile phone in a rideshare or taxi. Have you ever considered all of the information contained
on your phone? If left in the hands of a fraudster, your phone, which is
likely loaded with e-mail, social media, and banking apps, could put your
identity at risk. You don’t want to be caught oversharing your personal information.
To help safeguard your mobile phone, you should:
• Add a password to the device and enable fingerprint authentication (if available)
for a double layer of protection.
• If using Android or iOS platforms, enable “lost phone” functions, so if you lose
your phone, you’re able to notify the finder with contact information—or wipe
it clean of data.

Wi-Fi can be a less-than-safe space
Another security risk is public Wi-Fi. Nowadays, you’d be hard pressed to
find an airport that doesn’t offer free, public Wi-Fi, and more and more
airlines are offering free in-flight options. Although it’s convenient, these
are not always secure and could put you at risk of identity theft.
Even if a Wi-Fi network requires a password, a criminal with that
password could use the network to track your online behavior. Wait until you can access a secure network—or use a secure virtual private network (VPN)—to help make
transferring information on the internet safer.

What can you leave at home?
Do you think twice before you pack items with personal information on
them? Regardless of the duration of the trip, I’d wager that many travelers carry loads of unnecessary, sensitive documents in their backpacks
or purses. People should limit the items they pack and only bring the
essentials—leave the rest locked up at home.
Regardless of how much time you spend traveling, be sure to consider your digital safety before you hit the road. Or the airport.
As chief of identity education, Paige Hanson serves as a LifeLock expert on consumer safety. She is a certified Identity Theft Risk Management Specialist™, holds a certificate in Identity Leadership, and has over
eleven years of experience in identity management. Hanson’s expertise covers a range of identity fraud topics,
including identity theft targeting millennials, families and seniors; online safety and trending fraud tactics.
Additionally, in partnership with FBI-LEEDA, Hanson designed a national identity theft training program
for law enforcement that has been offered in all 50 states to nearly 15,000 law enforcement officials, representing more than 5,000 agencies.
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Take a Stand Against Sitting on the Job
— Heather Leff, Personal Trainer & Co-Owner
The Work House Training Ground

I must confess: as I sit here writing this, I’m guilty of
doing what I’m about to tell you not to do…sitting the
day away at work. At first thought, sitting all day may
not seem that serious. Yet, surprisingly, it can prove
to be just as unhealthy as smoking. Yup, it’s true. The
very thing we do while we do just about everything else
could be killing us. But the good news is, it doesn’t have
to. Because even in the most sedentary jobs, there are
ways to sneak in a good amount of activity.
Let’s break things down a bit. In the average office
environment, people spend around seven to 10 hours
a day sitting. Perhaps that’s why ‘sitting around’ is
linked to so many serious conditions, from obesity to
diabetes to cancer. And why it practically makes those
folks sitting ducks, as they’re also are more likely to
have issues with posture, circulation, even sleeping.
You know what all that means…collectively, sitting all
day working can mean less productivity at doing actual
work. (Kind of a catch-22.)
While I confess to doing my share of sitting, I’m also
a personal trainer, so I know the importance and benefits of physical activity. I recommend that clients get in
at least three days of exercise—whether strength training, yoga, biking, running with the dog, etc. Something
before or after work to contribute to an active lifestyle.
With that said, incorporating the following simple activities, in addition to regular exercise, can be just what
you need to put your health first.

Take the Stairs (or the Long Way)
Skip the elevator and opt for the stairs,
even if they’re out of your way. In fact,
the farther, the better—bonus points
for having to walk to the actual stairs! If you’re in a
one-floor space, take the long way to your desk when
going to, or coming from, meetings. Consider parking in a farther spot or lot, weather permitting, to get
moving before you even step foot in the office. Rule of
thumb: every step counts...literally. Why not invest in
a pedometer or fitness tracker to count those steps for
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you? They’re portable, easy to use, and great for setting
goals. They’re like little scorekeepers on your wrist,
holding you accountable for every step you’re taking
(or not).

Take Five
The day can easily get away from you,
between work, deadlines, conference
calls, drive-bys, and shoving some lunch
down. A good rule of thumb is to schedule breaks on
your calendar—you schedule time for everyone else,
so why not for yourself? Three 10-minute breaks over
the course of the day can do wonders, and if you block
the time, you’re more likely to do it. For instance, take
a walking lunch. No matter how long you have, spend
the first half walking outside or the span of your building. The point is to get up and out, even if it’s for a few
minutes.

Step Away from the Screen…Literally
Technology is great, isn’t it? So much so,
that we tend to rely solely on it. Try to
stop using email or the phone as your
primary form of in-house communication. Get up
and chat with your colleagues. (Or, if you’re in another
state or country, at least get up and walk around while
you’re on the phone!) Not only will this be a good excuse to get up, but you’ll be amazed at how increasing
face-to-face time can help build real relationships on
a different level.

Stretch Goals
Just five minutes of stretching can get the
blood flowing to tight muscles and relax
your parasympathetic nervous system,
which regulates stress hormones. Plus, it just plain
feels good. Remember to exhale on the increase of the
stretch and exhale as you’re reaching. A few good ones
you can do right at your desk:
• Triceps: Raise an arm and bend back at the elbow,
reaching toward the opposite side of your back.

FBI-LEEDA

Use your other hand to pull the elbow toward
your head. Hold 15 seconds. Perform each side
five times.
• Upper Body and Arms: Clasp hands together above
the head with palms facing outward. Push arms
up, stretching upward. Hold 10–30 seconds.
• Neck: Tilt head down and roll from side to side,
holding for 10 seconds before switching. Perform
three times each direction.
• Hamstring Stretch: While seated, extend one leg out
& reach for your toes. Hold 20 seconds. Perform
five times each leg.
• Torso Stretch: Place feet on the ground and face forward. Reach your left hand across your lap and
grab the bottom of the chair. Twist your upper
body in that direction. Hold 20 seconds. Repeat
each side five times.

Visit our website
for updates to:
• Membership • Calendar • Merchandise
• Corporate Partners • Free Summits
• Training - In-class and online
- Supervisor Leadership Institute
- Command Leadership Institute
- Executive Leadership Institute
- Reflective Leadership Institute
- Distance Learning
- Media & Public Relations
- Internal Affairs Investigations
- Leadership Integrity

Email us at:
info@fbileeda.org

www.fbileeda.org

Equip Your Space
Think about re-configuring your set-up.
If your company offers it, opt for a standing desk. Studies have shown, on average,
employees who worked at standing desks sat for almost
two hours less per day than their seated peers. Another
option is to exchange your chair for a resistance ball
(just make sure it’s the right height for your desk). A
resistance ball, by nature, will keep you moving as you
challenge your core muscles, just by sitting on it.
By now, you get the idea that getting moving during
the day can be pretty simple. And more good news,
becoming more active will prompt you to want to stay
active. Because it not only makes you feel good, but it
also boosts productivity, brain power, and creativity,
making combating the downside to sitting all day all
the more beneficial.
Heather Leff is a personal trainer/co-owner of The Work House Training Ground (workhousetraining.com) in Chester County, Pennsylvania,
specializing in strength & weight training. She’s also a senior editor for
one of the world’s leading digital home shopping retailers.

Members' Spotlight

SHARE YOUR EXPERIENCE.
GET YOUR VOICE HEARD.
We welcome your submissions: Our Members'
Spotlight highlights articles written by FBILEEDA members, for FBI-LEEDA members.
Articles should be approximately 750 words;
please include your professional portrait
(.JPG or .TIF file), a short bio and send to
the FBI-LEEDA office, attention Delanie Lynch
or email her at dlynch@fbileeda.org

www.fbileeda.org
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General Counsel Update

SCOTUS: 9th Circuit “Provocation Rule” is
an Unwarranted and Illogical Expansion
of Graham v. Connor
— Eric Daigle, Esq.

On May 30th, 2017, the United States Supreme Court
issued its opinion in County of Los Angeles v. Mendez,1 which eliminated the 9th Circuit’s “Provocation Rule,” finding that once a use of force is deemed
reasonable under Graham v. Connor,2 it may not be
found unreasonable in reference to a separate constitutional violation.

FACTS
In October 2010, Deputies Christopher Conley (“Conley”) and Jennifer Pederson (“Pederson”) were assigned
to a task force established to locate a wanted parolee
named Ronnie O’Dell (“O’Dell). A felony arrest warrant had been issued for O’Dell, who was believed to
be armed and dangerous. The task force received a tip
from a confidential informant that a man fitting O’Dell’s
description was riding a bicycle in front of a residence
owned by a woman named Paula Hughes. The officers
were also told that “a male named Angel Mendez” lived
in the backyard of the Hughes residence with a pregnant
woman named Jennifer Garcia (now Mrs. Mendez.) The
task force’s plan for apprehending O’Dell provided for
some officers to approach the front door of Ms. Hughes’
residence while Conley and Pederson would search the
rear of the property and cover the back door of the residence. The officers did not have a search warrant to enter Hughes’ property.
When officers questioned Ms. Hughes at the front
door of her residence, she asked if the officers had a
search warrant. The officers told her they had a warrant
for O’Dell’s arrest. The officers heard what appeared
to be sounds of someone running in the house, and
prepared to enter the home by force. Ms. Hughes then
opened the door and told them O’Dell was not in the
house. Officers searched her home, but did not locate
O’Dell. Meanwhile Conley and Pederson, with guns
drawn, searched the rear of the residence, which included three metal storage sheds and a one-room shack. The
shack was surrounded by an air conditioning unit, electric cord, water hose and other belongings, and had a
single doorway covered by a blue blanket. The deputies
did not have a search warrant and did not knock and an-
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nounce their presence. When the deputies entered the
shack they saw the silhouette of an adult male holding
what appeared to be a rifle pointed at them. Conley
yelled “Gun!” and both deputies fired 15 shots in total.
Both Mendezes were injured by the shooting. Mr. Mendez required amputation of his right leg below the knee,
and Ms. Mendez was shot in the back. The weapon in
question was a BB rifle that closely resembled a small
caliber rifle, which Mr. Mendez kept in the shed for use
on rats and other pests.

PROCEDURAL HISTORY
The Mendezes filed a lawsuit under 42 U.S.C. § 1983,
alleging a violation of their 4th Amendment rights. The
Mendezes specifically alleged three 4th Amendment
claims: (1) the officers executed an unreasonable search
by entering the shack without a warrant (“warrantless
entry”); (2) the officers failed to announce their presence
before entering the shack (“knock-and-announce”);
and (3) the officers used excessive force when “opening
fire” after entering the shack.
The district court held that the officers violated the
4th Amendment warrant requirement, as the warrantless entry into the shack was a 4th Amendment search
and was not justified by exigent circumstances or another exception to the warrant requirement. The court
also found that the officers violated the 4th Amendment
knock-and-announce rule. The district court concluded, however, that the officers’ use of force was reasonable “given their mistaken belief that a man was holding a firearm threatening their lives.” The District Court,
nevertheless, held the officers liable for excessive force
under the 9th Circuit’s “provocation rule,” and awarded
damages in the amount of $4 million. On Appeal, the
Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit held that the
officers were entitled to qualified immunity on the
knock-and-announce claim and that the warrantless
entry violated clearly established law. It also affirmed
the District Court’s application of the provocation rule,
and held in the alternative, that basic notions of proximate cause would support liability even without the
provocation rule. The officers appealed to the United
States Supreme Court.

FBI-LEEDA

SCOTUS ANALYSIS
The Ninth Circuit’s “provocation rule” provides that “an
officer’s otherwise reasonable (and lawful) defensive
use of force is unreasonable as a matter of law, if (1) the
officer intentionally or recklessly provoked a violent response and (2) that provocation is an independent constitutional violation. The provocation rule essentially
“uses another constitutional violation to manufacture
an excessive use of force claim where one would not
otherwise exist.” If a court finds an officer’s use of force
reasonable under Graham, the provocation rule instructs a court to ask whether the officer violated the 4th
Amendment in some other way leading up to the event.
If so, the separate 4th Amendment violation renders the
use of force unreasonable “as a matter of law.”
The Supreme Court found that the 4th Amendment
provides no basis for the Ninth Circuit’s “provocation
rule.” The provocation rule is incompatible with the
Supreme Court’s excessive force jurisprudence, which
sets forth a settled and exclusive framework for analyzing whether the force used in making a seizure complies
with the 4th Amendment. The operative question in
such cases is “whether the totality of the circumstances
justifie[s] a particular sort of search or seizure.” When
an officer carries out a seizure that is reasonable, taking into account all relevant circumstances, there is no
valid excessive force claim. The provocation rule, however, instructs courts to look back in time to see if a different 4th Amendment violation was somehow tied to
the eventual use of force, an approach that mistakenly
conflates distinct 4th Amendment claims.
The Supreme Court reasoned “an excessive force
claim is a claim that a law enforcement officer carried
out an unreasonable seizure through a use of force that
was not justified under the relevant circumstances. It is
not a claim that an officer used reasonable force after
committing a distinct 4th Amendment violation, such
as unreasonable entry.” The Supreme Court further reasoned that by “conflating excessive force claims with
other 4th Amendment claims, the provocation rule permits excessive force claims that cannot succeed on their
own terms.”

The Supreme Court also rejected the Appellate Court’s
holding that found the officers liable under basic notions of proximate cause, which concluded that the
shooting was proximately caused by the officers’ warrantless entry of the shack. The Ninth Circuit claimed
that when officers make a “startling entry by barging
into a home unannounced, it is reasonably foreseeable
that violence may result.” The Supreme Court held that
the Appellate Court’s “proximate cause analysis, like the
provocation rule, conflated distinct Fourth Amendment
claims and required only a murky causal link between
the warrantless entry and the injuries attributed to it.”
The Supreme Court vacated the Court of Appeals
judgment, and remanded the case for further proceedings. The Supreme Court directed the lower court to
revisit the question whether proximate cause permits
respondents to recover damages for their injuries based
on the deputies’ failure to secure a warrant at the outset.
1

581 U.S. ____ (2017)

2

490 U.S. 386 (1989)

This publication is produced to provide general information on the
topic presented. It is distributed with the understanding that the author
(Daigle Law Group, LLC.) is not engaged in rendering legal or professional services. Although this publication is prepared by professionals,
it should not be used as a substitute for professional services. If legal
or other professional advice is required, the services of a professional
should be sought.
Attorney Daigle practices civil litigation in federal and state court,
with an emphasis on municipalities and public officials. His area of
focus is civil rights actions, including police misconduct litigation
and employment actions. He is an FBI-LEEDA instructor and serves
as its General Counsel.

SAVE THE DATE
Join us in Birmingham, Alabama for our
27th Annual Executive Training Conference

April 30-May 2, 2018
www.fbileeda.org
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FBI-LEEDA

FBI Youth Leadership Program

Letter of Thanks
August 24, 2017

Dear Mr. Robb and FBI-LEEDA,
The week that I attended the National Academy allowed me to accomplish things
I never thought I’d be able to do. From physical training to in the classroom, there
was never a dull moment and the constant support from the counselors along with
my peers was tremendous. I have never met such an amazing group of young adults;
their love for each other only grew as the week went on.
The lessons over the course of the week not only informed me on what it takes
to be a leader, but changed my outlook on many subjects. From etiquette to ethical
decision making, every lesson was valuable; which counselors portrayed perfectly.
The lessons taught will always play into my decisions from now on.
The classroom wasn’t the only place where I was learning, PT every night taught
me more than I could’ve imagined. The teamwork, support, and amazing students
turned the exercise from something I dreaded, into something I looked forward
to every night. The strenuous activities brought us all together, no matter your
physical ability.
In the end, this week in Quantico was the
most amazing experience. I encourage you to
continue this program and I thank you again for
allowing me to be a part of it.

Sincerely,

Abigail E. Rega

www.fbileeda.org
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Law Enforcement
Executive Development Training

TRIL

GY

FBI-LEEDA’s Trilogy program is a series of three core education programs that provide mid to upper-level leaders, intensive training
in the latest management concepts and practices faced by today’s law enforcement professionals. These dynamic, cutting-edge
courses are taught by executive level law enforcement experts with extensive leadership experience that help engage and prepare
participants for command level positions. POST and state certification for continuing education credit is available for most states.
Please contact FBI-LEEDA info@fbileeda.org for more information state certification.

1

2

Supervisor
Leadership
Institute

A cutting edge 4-1/2 day program built especially for
first-line supervisors and middle managers with the
goal of enhancing leadership competencies. Attendees
will be engaged in personality diagnostics, leadership
case studies, mentoring, developing your people,
performance management, risk management and
credibility.
The registration fee for Supervisor Leadership
Institute is $650.

Command
Leadership
Institute

A dynamic and challenging 4-1/2 day program specifically designed to prepare law enforcement leaders for
command level positions. The Command Institute
focus is to provide real life contemporary, best-practice
strategies and techniques for those aspiring to command level assignments.
The registration fee for Command Leadership
Institute is $650.

Additional Training Opportunities

Procedures for Managing Internal
Affairs Investigations

Leadership Integrity

This 4-1/2 day seminar is interactive and attendees participate in various scenarios presented
by the instructors. Procedures for Managing and
Conducting Internal Affairs Investigations focuses
on ethics and integrity, agency policies and procedures, the complaint process, investigation of
personnel complaints, administrative law, and the
interview process.

The 3-1/2 day FBI-LEEDA Leadership Integrity
course focuses on both personal and organizational ethical learning. It uses both classic and
contemporary ethical decision-making procedures to help students identify ethical issues and
take corrective action. Also included are modules
on procedural justice and police legitimacy as
well as police misconduct. This class is strongly
scenario-based and interactive and is suitable for
all law enforcement personnel regardless of rank
or sworn/professional staff status.

The registration fee for the Internal Affairs
Investigations course is $650.

Formerly Known As Ethics & Procedural Justice

The registration fee for the Leadership Integrity
course is $550.
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FBI-LEEDA
Contact FBI-LEEDA at 877-772-7712 or email us at info@fbileeda.org
for additional information concerning any of these training opportunities or interest
in hosting any of these programs in your area.
SEMINAR REGISTRATION IS OPEN TO ALL LAW ENFORCEMENT – SWORN AND PROFESSIONAL STAFF
You do not need to be a member of FBI-LEEDA to attend a seminar.

3

Executive
Leadership
Institute

An innovative 4-1/2 day program designed for senior
law enforcement executives focusing on the emerging
challenges facing our profession. This highly interactive program follows the FBI-LEEDA “Cops Talking
to Cops” model of professional development, using a
wide range of source material and calls upon the participant’s professional experience to facilitate individual development and enrich the learning environment.
The registration fee for Executive Leadership
Institute is $650.

Media and Public Relations
FBI-LEEDA is pleased to present a 4-1/2 day class
on media and public relations. Police cannot succeed without the support of the community they
are sworn to protect. The image of an agency as
a professional and ethical organization is vitally
important. By promoting a consistent, positive
public image of your department, your community will come to perceive their police as an agency
they can depend on and trust.
Day 1 focuses on various key influencers
and how to communicate with each.

Reflective Leadership Institute
Our newest course offering!
The 4-1/2 day FBI-LEEDA Reflective Leadership
Institute course will focus on leading an inclusive
culture within our law enforcement agencies and
communities.

Day 2 and Day 3 deal solely on traditional
media relations and key messaging complete
with active role play and a mock news
conference.
Day 4 is spent entirely on crisis communications and a desk top crisis exercise, and the
last day concentrates on how to strategically
use social media to improve and augment
community relations.

Attendees will learn to incorporate best practices
for navigating cultural complexities, effectively
guide law enforcement agencies to realize the
practical and moral value of cultural awareness
and intelligence, and assemble concrete pathways
for fair and unbiased leadership development of
all employees in the agency.

Class size is limited to ensure individual participation in exercises. Participants are encouraged
to bring a laptop, as writing exercises will be assigned during class. Participants will learn how to
craft and deliver messages that will help create a
positive public perception and how to best utilize
various forms of communication.

The registration fee for Reflective Leadership
Institute is $650.

The registration fee for the Media and
Public Relations course is $695.
www.fbileeda.org
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Distance Learning Online Training
Flexible scheduling | No commuting | Learn while working | Peer support

Phase I – Basic Supervisory Liability
FBI-LEEDA’s Basic Supervisory Liability is an online instructor lead program offered to law enforcement agencies.
The four week course is accessible via the Internet and is divided into four modules – each focusing on specific issues facing today’s law enforcement supervisors. The Basic Supervisor Liability includes a review of constitutional
standards applicable to supervisor liability, deliberate indifference, and use of force investigation. In addition, the
program reviews legal standards applicable to internal affairs investigations and sexual harassment. knowledge of
legal standards and best practices in protecting themselves and their department from liabilities.
Sessions start every thirty (30) days.
The registration fee for Basic Supervisory Liability class is $350.

Phase II – Advanced Supervisory Liability
Ensuring Effective and Constitution Policing
FBI-LEEDA’s Advanced Supervisory Liability supplements the Basic Supervisory Liability training. This advanced
program will work towards ensuring effective and constitutional policing through the training of proper supervision standards. These standards will review the current legal standards, case law interpretation, and common police
practices. Students must have completed the FBI-LEEDA Basic Supervisory Liability program prior to registering
for the Advanced Training Program.
Sessions start every sixty (60) days.
The registration fee for Advanced Supervisory Liability class is $350.

Leadership Integrity (Formerly known as Ethics & Procedural Justice)
FBI-LEEDA presents Leadership Integrity, an on-line distance learning program that focuses on the importance of
ethics, integrity and procedural justice to the daily operation of law enforcement agencies. Law enforcement officers
are held to a high standard and require a level of public trust, commonly known as police legitimacy. When officers
display conduct unbecoming, public trust is eroded and the image of an agency is tarnished. This program will provide lessons in reasoning that lead officers to appropriate decisions and resolutions.

Register now at www.fbileeda.org

Sessions start every sixty (60) days.
The registration fee for Leadership Integrity class is $350.

Putting the Pieces Together – Online
One class at a time - day or night - at any time

Supervisor
Liability Online

Advanced
Supervisor
Liability Online

FBI-LEEDA offers three courses via distance: Basic and
Advanced Supervisory Liability and Leadership Integrity.

Leadership
Integrity
Online

Each course runs four weeks (24-credit hours), and
participants will receive a certificate of completion once
they have satisfactorily completed the program. Both
programs feature on-line, instructor led learning, similar
to a college program.

Inquiries for POST credit for these courses should be directed to Dan Primozic at 505-900-3020 or dprimozic@fbileeda.org
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Training Seminars and Summits
IDENTITY THEFT

DRUG DIVERSION

FBI-LEEDA and LifeLock®, present one-day and
two-day summits on Identify Theft, its economic,
personal and employment impacts. The summit
is open to all law enforcement personnel and addresses a range of identity theft issues presented by
distinguished law enforcement personnel with specialized skills and experience in identity theft, high
technology crimes and fraud.

FBI-LEEDA and Purdue Pharma are expanding
the Drug Diversion Summits. These are FREE interactive summits covering local area specifics
involving drug diversion crime. Local case studies
are presented along with information on specific
law enforcement resources available in your area
and how to access these resources. An enhanced
Rx PATROL® program is introduced as well. Rx PATROL® is a collaborative effort between industry and
law enforcement designed to collect, collate, analyze
and disseminate pharmacy theft information.

Check our website for dates, locations and to
register for this FREE law enforcement training, or
contact:
Paige Hanson (Tel:) 480-457-2108
Email: Paige_Hanson@symantec.com, or
Mark Sullivan (Tel:) 913-238-2745
Email: msullivan@fbileeda.org

Visit our website for upcoming dates and information on these one-and two-day programs.
To host a summit, please contact:
John Gilbride (Tel:) 609-409-6926
Email: john.gilbride@pharma.com

Call FBI-LEEDA for upcoming dates and locations at
877-772-7712 or email info@fbileeda.org
www.fbileeda.org
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FBI-LEEDA Regional Representative
Program Update
— Mark Sullivan
Program Coordinator, FBI-LEEDA

FBI-LEEDA’s staff of Regional Reps have been travelling to many of the regional LEEDS and command college sessions held around the country. These week-long trainings are offered by the FBI field offices. Our Reps introduce
FBI-LEEDA’s many training initiatives to the attendees at each of these programs. They also serve to promote all our
training classes and programs to the LE agencies in their regions.
As the federal training schedule for 2017 winds down, our Reps have made presentations at 18 different programs in
many states, and shared information on the benefits of FBI-LEEDA with over 1100 police leaders around the country.
Thank you to all of our road warrior Regional Reps!

Thank You
FBI-LEEDA would like to thank former Regional Rep Mark Newcomb, who recently retired from the City of Whitehall,
Ohio. Mark was the Chief of Police, then retired to become the Public Safety Director for the City. Chief Newcomb
served as the LEEDA Regional Rep for MI, OH, KY, and TN for the last few years. Thank You Mark for your service, and
we wish you the best in retirement!

Expanding Our Reach
At a recent meeting, the FBI-LEEDA Board voted to expand our Regional Representative Program by adding a
thirteenth region to serve our members in Canada. With
our Trilogy series courses now being offered in Toronto, it
seemed only natural to add a new region to welcome our
members from Toronto Police Service and other Canadian
agencies.
We are pleased to announce that Inspector Superintendent Steven Molyneaux has been appointed as the Regional Representative for the new Region 13 and will serve
as our ambassador for Canada.
Inspector Superintendent Steve Molyneaux
Steve has over 30 years experience in law enforcement
Toronto Police Service
and is the Commander of the 12 Division with Toronto Police Service. He just recently transferred from 51 Division and has served in a number of assignments throughout his career. Steve’s first joined FBI-LEEDA after attending the Great Lakes Leadership Seminar in Niagara Falls NY in 2013.

FBI-LEEDA would like to welcome Inspector Molyneaux to the Regional Rep Program!
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Contact Your Regional
Representative:
FBI-LEEDA Regional Representatives
Mark Sullivan, Program Coordinator, FBI-LEEDA, msullivan@fbileeda.org
Region 1

Chief Matthew Canfield

(ME NH MA RI)

Laconia (NH) Police Department, mcanfield@laconiapd.org

Region 2

Chief (Ret.) Randy Szukala

(NY VT CT)

North Wonawanda (NY) Police Department, rds140@roadrunner.com

Region 3

Lieutenant Tim Troxel

(PA NJ DE)

Upper Moreland (PA) Police Department ttroxel@uppermoreland.org

Region 4
(WV MD VA
NC SC)

Vacant - Could this be you?
Represent FBI-LEEDA in this region

Region 6

Vacant - Could this be you?

(MI OH KY TN)

Represent FBI-LEEDA in this region

Region 7

Lieutenant Lisa Kumbier

(WI IL IN)

Brown Deer (WI) Police Department, lkumbier@bdpolice.org

9

10

6

11

9

4

5

Region 11

Assistant Director (Ret.) J. Frank Woodall

Peculiar (MO) Police Department, hgurin@peculiarpd.com

(TX LA)

Texas Department of Public Safety, colwoodall@att.net

Region 12

Lieutenant Tony Bennett

(WA OR ID MT)

Yakima (WA) Police Department, Tony.Bennett@yakimawa.gov

Major (Ret.) Mark Goodloe

Region 13

Inspector Superintendent Steven Molyneaux

Kansas Highway Patrol, mgoodloe0085@icloud.com

(CANADA)

Toronto Police Service, steven.molyneaux@torontopolice.on.ca

Chief Mark Pazin

(CA NV AZ
HI AK)

California Office of Emergency Services (OES),
Mark.Pazin@CalOES.ca.gov

(WY UT CO
KS NM OK)

3

7

Chief Harry Gurin

Region 9
Region 10

1
2

8

York (SC) Police Department, arobinson@yorksc.gov

(AL MS GA FL)

(ND SD NE MN
IA MO AR)

12

Chief Andy Robinson

Region 5

Region 8

13

Become an FBI-LEEDA Regional Representative
We currently have two Regional Representative
openings:
Region #5 – for those living in AL, MS, GA or FL
Region #6 – for those in MI, OH, KY, and TN
You must be a full-time sworn member of a law
enforcement agency, an FBI-LEEDA member in
good standing, and hold the rank of Lieutenant
or above (or considered an exempt/non-hourly)
employee.

If you wish to apply for the position, please send a
letter of interest and resume to:
Mark Sullivan
FBI-LEEDA RR Program Coordinator
11936 W. 119th Street, Suite #200
Overland Park, KS 66213
Or email your submission to
msullivan@fbileeda.org

This is a non-compensated position. Applications are due by November 3, 2017.

www.fbileeda.org
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FBI-LEEDA Corporate Partners
DIAMOND LEVEL
CORPORATE PARTNERS

LifeLock
Contact: Paige Hanson, Manager of Educational Programs
60 East Rio Salado Parkway, Suite 400, Tempe, Arizona 85281
Telephone: 480-457-2108 | Facsimile: 480-907-2946
Email: Paige_Hanson@symantec.com

PLATINUM LEVEL
CORPORATE PARTNERS

Purdue Pharma, LP

Contact: John Gilbride, Director,
Diversion Control & Law Enforcement Liaison Education
One Stamford Forum, Stamford, Connecticut 06901
Telephone: 609-409-6926
Email: john.gilbride@pharma.com

Justice Federal Credit Union
Contact: Kathleen L. Taylor, Business Development Officer

5175 Parkstone Drive, Suite 200, Chantilly, Virginia 20151
Telephone: 7703-480-5300 Ext. 3148 | Facsimile: 703-480-5400
Email: taylork@jfcu.org

Conference Photos
Visit the conference photo website to review and download
memorable images from our Conference in Jacksonville.

https://2017fbileedaconferencejax.shutterfly.com/
Use password: leeda2017JAX (case sensitive)
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GOLD LEVEL CORPORATE PARTNERS
5.11 Tactical
Contact: Chuck Hauber, Director, FED/MIL Team
4300 Spyres Way, Modesto, California 95356
Telephone: 540-940-7146
Email: ChuckH@511Tactical.com
www.511Tactical.com

SILVER LEVEL CORPORATE PARTNERS
Gazelle - ecoATM
Contact: Max Santiago, Senior Director of Law Enforcement Relations
10121 Barnes Canyon Road, San Diego, California 92121
Telephone: 858-461-9968
Email: max.santiago@ecoatm.com
www.ecoatm.com/law-enforcement

ELITE Interactive Solutions, Inc.
Contact: Louis C. Hook, Executive Vice President and Chief Operating Officer
1200 W. Seventh Street, Suite L1-180
Los Angeles, California 90017
Telephone: 877-435-4832, Mobile 310-753-5327
Email: lhook@eliteisi.com

Motorola Solutions
Contact: Clay Cassard
2120 W. Braker Lane, Suite P
Austin, Texas 78758
Telephone: 512-924-3891
Email: clay.cassard@motorolasolutions.com

Verizon Wireless
Contact: Tom Ostrosky, Verizon Project Manager, Public Safety Outreach Program
1 Verizon Way, Basking Ridge, NJ 07920
Telephone: 908-227-3732
Email: Thomas.Ostrosky@VerizonWireless.com

Visit our website.
Click on the link.

Merchandise

Visit our website for quality logo apparel and promotional products
from RaSport – Clothing – Outerwear – Bags – Accessories –

http://www.rasportinc.com/store/c23/FBI-LEEDA.html

www.fbileeda.org
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FBI-LEEDA Corporate Partners
BRONZE LEVEL CORPORATE PARTNERS
Glock, Inc.
Tavaras Richardson, Marketing Manager
6000 Highlands Parkway, Smyrna, Georgia 30082
Telephone: 770-432-1202 Ext. 6775
Email: tavaras.richardson@glock.us

National Insurance Crime Bureau (NICB)
Contact: Ivan Blackman, Director of Vehicular Investigations
1111 E. Touhy Ave., Suite 400, Des Plaines, Illinois 60018
Telephone: 847-544-7042
Facsimile: 847-544-7101
Email: lblackman@nicb.org

Police & Sheriffs Press
Contact: Frank Raiford
P. O. Box 1489, Lyons, Georgia 30474
Telephone: 912-537-0780
Facsimile: 912-537-4894
Email: Frank@pasp365.com

RaSports, Inc.
Contact: Cary Fletcher
1860-D E. Miraloma Avenue, Placenta, California 92870
Telephone: 714-524-2300
Email: clfetcher@rasportinc.com

Thomson Reuters - Clear
Contact: Daniel DeSimone, Sr. Director, Investigative Resources
1410 Springhill Road, Suite 450, McLean, Virginia 22102
Telephone: 703-219-2511 • Cell: 571-422-6548
Email: daniel.desimone@thomsonreuters.com
www.clear.thomsonreuters.com

GO TO GOOGLE
PLAY OR THE
APP STORE
News, current industry
information, classes, and
even register from within
the app – get it today!
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Like us on Facebook:
Law Enforcement Executive
Development Association
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Connect with us on LinkedIn:
FBI-Law Enforcement
Executive Development
Association

Follow us on Twitter:
@FBILEEDA

FBI-LEEDA

FBI-LEEDA Instructors

Dean Crisp
Faculty Coordinator

David Allen

Dr. Anthony Batts

Ron Bayne

David Boggs

Eric Daigle

Keith Bushey
Instructor Emeritus

Jon Fehlman

Jeff Green

Dr. Michael Gropman

Jennifer Harris

Larry Horak

Les Kachurek

Eric Kowalczyk

Carlos Maldonado

Neil Moore

Tim Plotts

Todd Radford

Judy Pal

Tom Smith

Luis Soler

Jerry Thompson

Terri Wilfong

Frank Woodall

Download the FBI-LEEDA app
DOWNLOAD NOW - GET UPDATES
FOR TRAINING OPPORTUNITIES
GO TO GOOGLE PLAY OR THE APP STORE

Use the app to keep up-to-date
on current information, training
classes, and industry news.
www.fbileeda.org
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Training Graduates
SUPERVISOR LEADERSHIP INSTITUTE

Congratulations
SUPERVISOR LEADERSHIP INSTITUTE
Pictured are the attendees from
the Allentown, PA, class held in
June 2017. We would like to thank
Chief Glen Dorsey and the Allentown Police Department for their
hospitality.

Congratulations
SUPERVISOR LEADERSHIP INSTITUTE
Pictured are the attendees from the Lawrenceville, NJ, class
held in June 2017. We would like to thank Director Martin
Masseroni and the Mercer County Sheriff’s Office for their
hospitality.

Congratulations
SUPERVISOR LEADERSHIP INSTITUTE
Pictured are the attendees from
the Middletown, PA, class held in
June 2017. We would like to thank
Chief Kevin Stoehr and the Penn
State University Police Department for their hospitality.

Congratulations
SUPERVISOR LEADERSHIP INSTITUTE
Pictured are the attendees from
the Oklahoma City, OK, class held
in June 2017. We would like to
thank Chief Daniel Piazza and the
Oklahoma City Community College Police Department for their
hospitality.
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Congratulations
SUPERVISOR LEADERSHIP INSTITUTE
Pictured are the attendees from
the Turlock, CA, class held in June
2017. We would like to thank Chief
Nino C. Amirfar and the Turlock
Police Department for their hospitality.

Congratulations
SUPERVISOR LEADERSHIP INSTITUTE
Pictured are the attendees from
the Westbrooke, ME, class held in
June 2017. We would like to thank
Sheriff Kevin J. Joyce and the
Cumberland County Sheriff’s Office for their hospitality.

Congratulations
SUPERVISOR LEADERSHIP INSTITUTE
Pictured are the attendees from
the Manchester, CT, class held in
July 2017. We would like to thank
Chief Marc Montiminy and the
Manchester Police Department
for their hospitality.

Congratulations
SUPERVISOR LEADERSHIP INSTITUTE
Pictured are the attendees from
the Santa Fe, NM, class held in July
2017. We would like to thank Chief
Pete Kassetas and the New Mexico
State Police for their hospitality.

www.fbileeda.org
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Training Graduates
SUPERVISOR LEADERSHIP INSTITUTE

Congratulations
SUPERVISOR LEADERSHIP INSTITUTE
Pictured are the attendees from
the Spartanburg, SC, class held in
July 2017. We would like to thank
Sheriff Chuck Wright and the
Spartanburg County Sheriff’s Office for their hospitality.

Congratulations
SUPERVISOR LEADERSHIP INSTITUTE
Pictured are the attendees from
the Texas City, TX, class held in
July 2017. We would like to thank
Chief Robert J. Burby and the
Texas City Police Department for
their hospitality.

Congratulations
SUPERVISOR LEADERSHIP INSTITUTE
Pictured are the attendees from
the Beaumont, TX, class held in
August 2017. We would like to
thank Chief Hector Flores and the
Lamar University Police Department for their hospitality.

Congratulations
SUPERVISOR LEADERSHIP INSTITUTE
Pictured are the attendees from
the Bossier City, LA, class held
in August 2017. We would like to
thank Sheriff Julian Whittington
and the Bossier Parish Sheriff’s
Office for their hospitality.
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Training Graduates
COMMAND LEADERSHIP INSTITUTE

Congratulations
COMMAND LEADERSHIP INSTITUTE
Pictured are the attendees from
the Georgetown, TX, class held in
June 2017. We would like to thank
Chief Wayne Nero and the Georgetown Police Department for their
hospitality.

Congratulations
COMMAND LEADERSHIP INSTITUTE
Pictured are the attendees from
the Henrico, VA, class held in June
2017. We would like to thank Chief
Humberto I. Cardounel, Jr. and
the Henrico County Police Division for their hospitality.

Congratulations
COMMAND LEADERSHIP INSTITUTE
Pictured are the attendees from
the Lafayette, LA, class held in
June 2017. We would like to thank
Chief Toby Aguillard and the Lafayette Police Department for
their hospitality.

Congratulations
COMMAND LEADERSHIP INSTITUTE
Pictured are the attendees from
the Scotch Plains, NJ, class held in
June 2017. We would like to thank
Sheriff Joe Cryan and the Union
County Sheriff’s Office for their
hospitality.

www.fbileeda.org
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Training Graduates
COMMAND LEADERSHIP INSTITUTE

Congratulations
COMMAND LEADERSHIP INSTITUTE
Pictured are the attendees from the
Boise, ID, class held in July 2017.
We would like to thank Chief William Bones and the Boise Police
Department for their hospitality.

Congratulations
COMMAND LEADERSHIP INSTITUTE
Pictured are the attendees from the
Overland Park, KS, class held in
July 2017. We would like to thank
Chief Frank Donchez and the
Overland Park Police Department
for their hospitality.

Congratulations
COMMAND LEADERSHIP INSTITUTE
Pictured are the attendees from
the San Juan, PR, class held in
July 2017. We would like to thank
USAG Fort Buchanan for their
hospitality.

Congratulations
COMMAND LEADERSHIP INSTITUTE
Pictured are the attendees from the
Virginia Beach, VA, class held in
July 2017. We would like to thank
Chief Jim Cervera and the Virginia
Beach Police Department for their
hospitality.
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Congratulations
COMMAND LEADERSHIP INSTITUTE
Pictured are the attendees from
the Yakima, WA, class held in
July 2017. We would like to thank
Chief Dominic Rizzi and the Yakima Police Department for their
hospitality.

Congratulations
COMMAND LEADERSHIP INSTITUTE
Pictured are the attendees from the
Allentown, PA, class held in August
2017. We would like to thank Chief
Keith Morris and the Allentown
Police Department for their hospitality.

Congratulations
COMMAND LEADERSHIP INSTITUTE
Pictured are the attendees from the
Oak Creek, WI, class held in August 2017. We would like to thank
Chief Steve Anderson and the Oak
Creek Police Department for their
hospitality.

Congratulations
COMMAND LEADERSHIP INSTITUTE
Pictured are the attendees from
the Raleigh, NC, class held in August 2017. We would like to thank
Director Sam Pennica and the
Raleigh/Wake City-County Bureeau of Identification for their
hospitality.

www.fbileeda.org
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Training Graduates
EXECUTIVE LEADERSHIP INSTITUTE

Congratulations
EXECUTIVE LEADERSHIP INSTITUTE
Pictured are the attendees from
the Bossier City, LA, class held in
June 2017. We would like to thank
Sheriff Julian Whittington and the
Bossier Parish Sheriff’s Office for
their hospitality.

Congratulations
EXECUTIVE LEADERSHIP INSTITUTE
Pictured are the attendees from
the Elkton, MD, class held in
June 2017. We would like to thank
Sheriff Scott Adams and the Cecil
County Sheriff’s Office for their
hospitality.

Congratulations
EXECUTIVE LEADERSHIP INSTITUTE
Pictured are the attendees from the
Hyannis, MA, class held in June
2017. We would like to thank Chief
Paul MacDonald and the Barnstable Police Department for their
hospitality.

Congratulations
EXECUTIVE LEADERSHIP INSTITUTE
Pictured are the attendees from the
Parker, CO, class held in June 2017.
We would like to thank Chief David King and the Parker Police Department for their hospitality.
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Congratulations
EXECUTIVE LEADERSHIP INSTITUTE
Pictured are the attendees from the
Benton, AR, class held in July 2017.
We would like to thank Chief Kirk
Lane and the Benton Police Department for their hospitality.

Congratulations
EXECUTIVE LEADERSHIP INSTITUTE
Pictured are the attendees from the
Biddeford, ME, class held in July
2017. We would like to thank Chief
Roger P. Beaupre and the Biddeford Police Department for their
hospitality.

Congratulations
EXECUTIVE LEADERSHIP INSTITUTE
Pictured are the attendees from the
Peoria, AZ, class held in July 2017.
We would like to thank Chief Roy
Minter and the Peoria Police Department for their hospitality.

Congratulations
EXECUTIVE LEADERSHIP INSTITUTE
Pictured are the attendees from the
Lake Charles, LA, class held in July
2017. We would like to thank Sheriff Tony Mancuso and the Calcasieu Parish Sheriff’s Office for
their hospitality.

www.fbileeda.org
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Training Graduates
EXECUTIVE LEADERSHIP INSTITUTE

Congratulations
EXECUTIVE LEADERSHIP INSTITUTE
Pictured are the attendees from
the San Juan, PR, class held in July
2017. We would like to thank our
host, USAG Fort Buchanan, for
their hospitality.

Congratulations
EXECUTIVE LEADERSHIP INSTITUTE
Pictured are the attendees from the
Southaven, MS, class held in August 2017. We would like to thank
Chief Steve Pirtle and the Southaven Police Department for their
hospitality.

Congratulations
EXECUTIVE LEADERSHIP INSTITUTE
Pictured are the attendees from the
Conroe, TX, class held in August
2017. We would like to thank Constable Ryan Gable and the Montgomery County Constable’s Office
for their hospitality.

Are You Eligible for FBI-LEEDA

Life Membership?

Any active member who has been a dues paying member in good standing for a period of
not less than ten (10) years and is retired from public service may request life membership by
writing to the FBI-LEEDA President. Life members are exempt from the payment of annual
dues. Membership has its privileges: - Line-of-Duty Death Benefit
- Networking

- Membership Directory
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Training Graduates
MEDIA AND PUBLIC RELATIONS

Congratulations
MEDIA AND PUBLIC RELATIONS
Pictured are the attendees from the
Boynton Beach, FL, class held in
July 2017. We would like to thank
Chief Jeffrey S. Katz and the Boynton Beach Police Department for
their hospitality.

Congratulations
MEDIA AND PUBLIC RELATIONS
Pictured are the attendees from
the Peoria, AZ, class held in August
2017. We would like to thank Chief
Roy Minter and the Peoria Police
Department for their hospitality.

Training Graduates
REFLECTIVE LEADERSHIP INSTITUTE

Congratulations
REFLECTIVE LEADERSHIP INSTITUTE
Pictured are the attendees from
the Lafayette, LA, class held in August 2017. We would like to thank
Chief Toby Aguillard and the Lafayette Police Department for
their hospitality.

www.fbileeda.org
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Announce Your Candidacy:

FBI-LEEDA Sergeant at Arms
JOIN OUR TEAM: Members who wish to take a more active role in FBI-LEEDA are encouraged
to submit a letter of intent to run for the office of Sergeant-at-Arms. This is an excellent opportunity to channel the direction of the organization. Any active member in good standing
who wishes to run for the office of Sergeant-at-Arms must submit a written statement of his
or her intention to seek office at least thirty days prior to the next Conference addressed to the
attention of the current President of the Association, care of the Executive Director.
Members interested in running for an Executive Board Position must be an Active FBI-LEEDA
member and must be employed as the Chief Law Enforcement Officer at the time of nomination and election.
Send to: FBI-LEEDA
Attention Thomas Alber
5 Great Valley Parkway, Suite 125, Malvern, PA 19355

Each year, the FBI-LEEDA/LifeLock scholarship program offers five $1,000
scholarships. The scholarships are awarded at the Annual Executive Training
Conference. The guidelines for eligibility are listed below.

BASICS
Applications for the 2017-2018 academic school
year are now being accepted. Your application
must be postmarked by April 8, 2018, to be considered. FBI-LEEDA selects final candidates based
on the following criteria:
• Eligibility • Quality of application
• Commitment to leadership

PROVISIONS
An individual may receive only one scholarship
award of $1,000 per year from FBI-LEEDA/LifeLock. FBI-LEEDA will make the scholarship award
payment to the recipients school on or before August 1. An applicant may re-apply each year providing eligibility requirements are fulfilled.

ELIGIBILITY
To be eligible, you must be the child or grandchild of a member of FBI-LEEDA who is an Active
or Life member. You must be enrolled or be accepted by an undergraduate program at the time
you submit the application. You must maintain a
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FBI-LEEDA/LifeLock Scholarship Program

S

Deadline to submit your candidacy
statement is Saturday, March 31, 2018

FBI-LEEDA

3.0 cumulative grade point average for three years
to be eligible to submit an application. You must
have graduated from high school prior to disbursement of funds.

HOW TO APPLY:
Applicant must provide the following items:
• Application • Transcript
• Answers to essay questions
• High school verification form
• Documentation of acceptance to college/
university
Application, essay questions, and high school
verification forms are available on the Members
Only web page of the FBI-LEEDA website: www.
fbileeda.org.
Send your completed application to:

FBI-LEEDA
Executive Board Scholarship Program
5 Great Valley Parkway, Suite 125
Malvern, PA 19355

Membership Renewal
REMEMBER TO RENEW YOUR MEMBERSHIP
2018 Membership renewal notices will be sent via email in November.
Please log in to confirm that your membership profile lists your current email address. You can log in
to renew by credit card at any time.

Membership has its privileges
- Training Announcements
- Membership News & Events
- Special Offers to renew early

Contact FBI-LEEDA Membership Services
877-772-7712 | info@fbileeda.org

Graduate Credit Programs Available
California University of Pennsylvania (Cal U)
For more information about the Cal U program, contact
Dr. Jeffrey S. Magers
magers@calu.edu | (502) 762-4334'
Cal U is a state university in the Pennsylvania State System
of Higher Education

University of Oklahoma
For more information about the OU program, contact
Dr. Todd Wuestewald, Assistant Professor of Criminal Justice
(former chief of the Broken Arrow Police Department)

twuestewald@ou.edu

Husson University
For more information about the HU program, contact
John Michaud, M.A., M.A.
Director, School of Legal Studies
(207) 941-7037 | michaudjoh@husson.edu

Charles P. Collins, MBA, Ed.D.

Marie Hansen, J.D., Ph.D.

Executive Director,
Husson University-Southern Maine
(207) 874-5801 | collinsc@husson.edu

Dean, College of Business
Interim Dean, New England School of
Communication (NESCom)
(207) 973-1081 | hansenm@husson.edu

Visit fbileeda.org for details and links to these graduate programs

www.fbileeda.org
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FBI-LEEDA POST Approvals by State (as of September 1, 2017)
State/Class

SLI

CLI

ELI

IA

MPR

Alabama Peace Officers Standards & Training Commission

X

X

X

X

X

RLI

DLSL

DLASL

Alaska Police Standards Council

X

X

X

X

X

Arizona Peace Officer Standards & Training Board

X

X

X

X

Arkansas Commission on Law Enforcement Standards & Training

X

X

X

California Commission on Peace Officer Standards & Training

X

X

X

X

X

Colorado Peace Officer Standards & Training Board

X

X

X

X

X

Connecticut Police Officer Standards & Training Council

X

X

X

X

X

X

Delaware Council on Policing Training

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Florida Criminal Justice Standards & Training Commission

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Georgia Peace Officers Standards & Training Council

X

X

X

X

X

X

Idaho Peace Officer Standards & Training

X

X

X

X

X

Illinois Law Enforcement Training & Standards Board

X

Indiana Law Enforcement Academy

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Iowa Law Enforcement Academy

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Kansas Commission on Peace Officers’ Standards & Training

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Kentucky Law Enforcement Council

X

X

X

X

Louisiana Peace Officer Standards & Training Council

X

X

X

X

X

Maine Criminal Justice Academy

X

X

X

X

X

X

Massachusetts Municipal Police Training Committee

X

X

X

X

X

Michigan Commission on Law Enforcement Standards

X

X

X

X

X

Minnesota Board of Peace Officer Standards & Training

X

X

X

X

X

Mississippi Office of Standards and Training

X

X

X

X

X

Missouri Peace Officer Standards & Training

X

X

X

X

X

Montana Public Safety Officer Standards & Training

X

X

X

X

X

New Hampshire Police Standards & Training Council

X

X

X

X

X

New Jersey Police Training Commission

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

New Mexico Law Enforcement Academy Board

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

New York Municipal Police Training Council

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

North Carolina Law Enforcement Training & Standards

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

North Dakota Peace Officer Standards & Training

X

X

X

X

X

X

Ohio Peace Officer Training Commission

X

X

X

X

X

Oklahoma Council on Law Enforcement Education & Training

X

X

X

X

X

Oregon Department of Public Safety Standards & Training Certification

X

X

X

X

X

Pennsylvania Municipal Police Officers’ Education & Training Commission

X

X

X

P

X

X

X

X

X

X

Tennessee Peace Officers Standards & Training

X

X

X

X

X

Texas Commission on Law Enforcement

X

X

X

X

X

Virginia Department of Criminal Justice Services Standards & Training

X

X

P

P

Washington State Criminal Justice Training Commission

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

EPJ

LI

KEY
ATA

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

ATA

X

ATA

X

ATA

X

ATA

X

X

ATA

X

X

ATA

X

ATA

District of Columbia Police Officers Standards & Training Board

Hawaii (none)
X

X

X

X

ATA
ATA

X

X

ATA

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

***

X

X

X

X

ATA

X

ATA

X

X

ATA

X

X

X

X

X

ATA

X

X

X

ATA

X

X

X

ATA
ATA
ATA
ATA

Maryland Police & Correctional Training Commissions
ATA
X

X

ATA

Nebraska Police Standard Advisory Council
Nevada Peace Officers’ Standards & Training

ATA
ATA
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

N/A

N/A

N/A

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

ATA

P

ATA

Rhode Island Police Officers Commission on Standards & Training
South Carolina Law Enforcement Training Council
South Dakota Law Enforcement Officers Standards & Training Commission
X

ATA

X

ATA

Utah Peace Officer Standards & Training
Vermont Criminal Justice Training Council
P

ATA

X

ATA

X

ATA

West Virginia Law Enforcement Professional Standards
Wisconsin Law Enforcement Standards Board
Wyoming Peace Officers Standards & Training Commission
ATA =Apply Through Agency; X =Approved; P =Approval pending for 2017; *** For MO POST credit please contact Dan Primozic at 505-900-3020
N/A = Not available for credit
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FBI-LEEDA

& JUSTICE

F E D E R A L C R E D I T FBI-LEEDA
UNION

★

GIVE BACK

Each time you use your FBI-LEEDA VISA® Rewards Credit Card, we’ll give back a portion
of each transaction to the FBI Law Enforcement Executive Development Association.

THE FBI-LEEDA VISA
REWARDS CREDIT CARD

The Official Card of the FBI Law Enforcement
Executive Development Association

Offers—

★ 0% APR* six-month introductory
rate on purchases, balance transfers
and cash advances

★ 11.90% non-variable APR*

after six months on purchases,
balance transfers and cash advances

Apply Today! Visit

★

jfcu.org, your nearest branch, or

EARN A $50 VISA
STATEMENT CREDIT**

800.550.5328

*APR=Annual Percentage Rate. Information current as of April 1, 2017 and subject to change. Membership with Justice Federal must be established via a share account prior to the approval
of the FBI-LEEDA VISA credit card application. Subject to credit approval. Credit card subject to the following: Cash advance fee, convenience check fee: either 2.00% of the advance or
$10 whichever is greater ($50 maximum). Foreign transaction fees: 1.00% of each foreign currency transaction in U.S. dollars or 1.00% of each U.S. Dollar transaction that occurs in a foreign
country. Credit cards have no annual fee, balance transfer fee or transaction fee. **FBI-LEEDA VISA credit card must be used within the first six months of opening the account or the $50
credit will be revoked. Justice Federal reserves the right to withdraw this offer at any time. To view the Credit Card Account Agreement and Federal Disclosure Statement visit www.jfcu.org.
Federally Insured by NCUA

www.fbileeda.org
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OUR NEWEST COURSE!
Reflective
Leadership
Institute

Learn to incorporate best
practices for navigating
cultural complexities, cultural
awareness and intelligence for
fair and unbiased leadership
development of all employees
in your agency.

Learn more » Go to page 27
or visit our website:

www.fbileeda.org

ecoATM® kiosks have provided a safe, secure, and innovative way for consumers
to recycle over ten million used or broken mobile devices since 2009.
LIVE VERIFICATION

A remote attendant verifies and approves every transaction
through three high-res cameras in real time. The cameras also
capture multiple images of the sellers which are included on the
transaction report.

SCREENS PHONES FOR ACTIVE KILL SWITCH

Some manufacturers have introduced software to disable stolen
phones. If the kiosk detects such a “kill switch,” it will reject the
transaction unless the user is able to deactivate it.

CAPTURES SERIAL NUMBER & DEVICE PHOTOS

The ecoATM® kiosk electronically extracts the serial number
(IMEI, MEID, etc.) for each phone if technically possible.
Images of the device are included on the transaction report.

ID VALIDATOR

A valid government-issued ID is required for every transaction.
Photos of the actual ID are captured and added to every
transaction report.

NIST COMPLIANT BIOMETRIC DEVICE

A valid thumbprint is captured and included in the transaction
report where required by law.

Learn more at: www.ecoatm.com/law-enforcement

©2017 ecoATM, LLC. All Rights Reserved. ecoATM, Gazelle and their associated logos are trademarks of ecoATM, LLC.

